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Omni means in all ways or without limits. Omni marketing is 
when you deploy the same marketing through multiple chan-
nels with the same consistent message. We believe in creating 
a unified campaign that is delivered through multiple channels 
in order to best serve your employees. 
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Research Activities 

OMNI Strategies conducted primary and secondary research to better gauge Goodyear Tire 
& Rubber’s current internal communication channels and strategies. OMNI started with a 
deep dive into secondary research to get a complete grasp on the company and the commu-
nication challenges they face. The following sources were utilized in our secondary research 
report to gain initial insight into Goodyear and corporate communication challenges: 

-  2016 Internal Communication Survey                                 -  Goodyear GO website 
- 2016 GO and Yammer monthly metric reports                   - Goodyear Yammer website
- RSW best practices of internal communication study       - Lexisnexis case study

In developing this campaign, OMNI Strategies found it necessary to talk with the people 
of Goodyear to ensure that our campaign strategy and focus aligned with what associates 
actually felt and wanted to see from their global communication team. In doing so, OMNI 
Strategies conducted interviews with the following people: 

- Amy Alexy and Barb Barkley
- James Peate, Troy Scully and Jim Davis
- Melissa Lelii- Global Functional Communicator of Human Resources
- Liz Styles,  Director Internal Communication and Ana Vercko Grilec, Director Corporate 
Communications
- Julianne Roberts - Internal Communications Manager, and Eduardo Arguelles, Senior 
Manager, Communications 
- Stefanie Moore- Kent State Professor
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 - Associates are frustrated with how many different communication tools and channels 
Goodyear has. 

 - Associates find it difficult to know where to go to find the information the need and 
who to contact. 

 - Associates expressed that there are too many information systems in place and they 
would like to see some of them consolidated. 

 - There is a perception among associates that if you have time to be on Yammer than 
you are not working hard enough or are wasting time. 

 - Unengaged Yammer users are unengaged because they are too busy working and feel 
like they do not have enough time to stop and utilize the tool. 

 - Associates expressed that they want customized communication and are looking to 
connect with the people they work with. 

Key Findings

Situation Analysis

 Goodyear is one of the world’s largest tire companies, employs approximately 66,00 
people and manufactures its products in 49 facilities in 22 countries around the world. Its two 
Innovation Centers in Akron, Ohio and Colmar-Berg, Luxembourg strive to develop state-
of-the-art products and services that set the technology and performance standard for the 
industry. Through the company’s current strategy, Goodyear’s goal is to “deliver sustainable 
revenue and profit growth while increasing the value of our brand.” Through the three sup-
porting objectives Goodyear has identified, associates need to have access and be engaged 
with the relevant information that will allow them support and achieve the Goodyear strategy 
roadmap.
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Problem Statement
 Through primary and secondary research, OMNI Strategies has learned that Goodyear 
Global Communications team faces challenges with increasing and maintaining engagement 
with its associates through communication. Even more so, as a global company, this challenge 
persists throughout all regions in terms of how to provide and promote two-way communica-
tion.

Goal Statements 
 OMNI Strategies goal is to position Yammer as the platform wired Goodyear associates 
can go to for questions, business solutions and updates. Yammer presents the opportunity 
for Goodyear associates to connect globally with others in the same function as them and 
improve productivity. 

Audiences

 For the purpose of the campaign, OMNI Strategies has established Goodyear’s internal 
key publics as wired associates employed worldwide. This includes associates in the three 
separate regions; Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa, Europe and the Americas. Of this vast 
selection of associates, we segmented our target audiences, as follows, into two primary audi-
ences and one secondary audience.
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Wired, engaged users on Yammer
This is a tech savvy group that is familiar with using the technology and different digital plat-
forms. OMNI Strategies would like to build upon this foundation and have them engage even 
more with the digital platforms. Based on the 2016 Goodyear Internal Communication survey 
data, OMNI Strategies believes this is a growing group who have the power to influence con-
tinued engagement and help grow the number of engaged users moving forward. In addition, 
members of this audience are actively helping Goodyear achieve the Strategy Roadmap ob-
jectives through their participation on the digital platforms. OMNI seeks to further associate 
engagement on GO and Yammer by using this group as a foundation for continued engage-
ment amongst non-engaged associates.

Thought leaders of Goodyear
Individuals in upper management positions are likely to pass on information they are provided 
with regarding internal communication to the associates they manage. Our research indicates 
that if thought leaders start regularly using and interacting on Yammer and GO, it will lead 
their
associates to become to also become more engaged. Research also suggests that thought 
associates want to hear from leadership at Goodyear and see if as a motivator to be on plat-
forms like Yammer. Based on this research, OMNI Strategies believes encouraging and incen-
tivizing Goodyear thought leaders to be active on Yammer will in turn activate new users and 
increase engagement among current users.

Secondary:
50 percent of wired associates not active on Yammer
There is a wide population of wired Goodyear associates not active on Yammer. OMNI 
believes this is a large opportunity to activate a second wave of Yammer users after its initial 
launch. Based on research findings from interviews and focus groups, there is an opportu-
nity to activate this population of associates on Yammer through the influence of our previ-
ously stated primary audiences. OMNI Strategies research suggest that if Yammer were to 
be positioned in the right way to this audience than they would become activated users on 
Yammer.
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Key messages 
Yammer is a productive and collaborative tool that can be used to better streamline mes-
sages to associates globally.

Think outside the box, go global. 

Build your professional community, join Yammer today.

Collaborate and get real time business answers on Yammer.

Collaborate globally.

There are pre-existing job groups on Yammer that can assist associates in finding solu-
tions to work-related problems.

Objectives
Objective 1: To inform all wired non-Yammer users across all regions of the benefits using 
Yammer by December 2018.

Objective 2: To activate 5,000 new users on Yammer across all key Goodyear regions by 
December 2018. 

Objective 3: To motivate 15 percent of wired Goodyear Associates across all regions cur-
rently on Yammer to join a job-function related group by December 2018.

Objective 4: To increase engagement within new job function Yammer groups by 30 per-
cent by the end of December 2018.
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Equip Goodyear leaders of others and leaders of business on 
how to properly communicate the benefits of using Yammer. 

Use face-to-face communication, from leadership level down, to encourage associates to cap-
italize on the benefits of Yammer. 

Use digital and face-to-face communication to target primary and secondary audiences with 
Yammer activation information.

Use digital communication to rebrand Yammer as a company-wide and job specific collabora-
tion and idea-sharing tool rather than a social media site among unengaged Yammer users.

Use digital communication to inform associates of advantages associated with interacting 
globally with international associates of the same job function.

Use digital communication within the job function groups to help ensure consistent and 
meaningful content.

Tactics 
Leadership Lunch and Learn 
The communication team will host four lunch and learn sessions over the course of eight 
weeks for individuals in leadership positions. During the one-hour catered lunch and learn 
event, leadership will see a presentation from the communication team on how to utilize 
Yammer effectively within their functions and teams as well as how to talk to their associates 
about the benefits of Yammer. 

Yammer Communication Guide
Create a script of talking points to distribute to those in management positions to help them 
converse with their team of associates about Yammer and why they should be using it. This 
script will have Yammer highlights regarding its benefits, collaboration capabilities, Yammer 
best practices and frequently asked questions.



Tactics (Cont.)

Yammer Activation E-blast
Create an E-blast with targeted messaging to each region encouraging to sign up by using 
the activation button found in email. The E-blast will have a strong call-to-action and will 
give highlights of Yammer that will entice them to activate their account. 

Yammer video series
This series will consist of one video a month that will be teased on GO, digital signs and 
email. These will be funny, story based videos that inform associates about Yammer and 
why they should be on it. Associates will only be able to finish the video from their Yam-
mer account. 

Collaborative Connection
Set up a collaboration program in each function and involve wired Goodyear associates 
from all regions. Equip job function leaders and managers of all regions of the benefits of 
the program and prepare them to deliver information to their teams. Yammer users will be 
paired with an associate in a different region within the same or similar function to encour-
age collaboration between regions. 

Yammer Ambassador Team 
Create a Yammer Ambassador Team for each job group who will post at least once a week 
to keep activity up within the group. To correspond with these Ambassador efforts, a 
Food-For-Thought incentive program will be put in place. Monthly, the Ambassador whose 
team with the most post activity will receive their choice of gift cards from local restau-
rants and pubs. 
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Evaluation

Objective 1:
 OMNI Strategies will evaluate success based on how many Yammer accounts were created 
during the time of our campaign, as well as if engagement on Yammer increased. A follow-up 
survey will also be sent to the 14,400 associates across the regions who were previously not 
on Yammer. 

Objective 2: 
This objective will be measured by collecting benchmark numbers at the beginning of our 
campaign and comparing them with the amount of Goodyear Yammer users at the end of the 
campaign. 

Objective 3: 
OMNI Strategies will evaluate success based on acquiring benchmark numbers of groups be-
fore and after we launch our campaign. Additionally, members of the Goodyear Global Com-
munication team have said they will be cleaning up some of the Yammer groups that have 
been inactive for an extended period of time, and activating new ones specific to job groups.

Objective 4: 
OMNI Strategies will evaluate the success of this objective by determining engagement levels 
before we launch our campaign and measuring them after the completion of our campaign.


